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Abstract – Information security in the sense of personal and institutional has become a top priority in digitalized modern world in parallel to the new technological developments. Many methods, tools and technologies are used to provide the information security of IT systems. These are considered, encryption, authentication, firewall, and intrusion detection and prevention systems. Moreover, honeypot systems are proposed as complementary structures. This paper presents the overall view of the publications in IDS, IPS and honeypot systems. Recently, honeypot systems are anymore used in connection with intrusion detection systems. So this paper describes possible implementation of honeypot technologies combined with IDS/IPS in a network. Studies in the literature have shown intrusion detection systems cannot find the 0-day vulnerabilities. The system provided by the honeypots and intrusion detection systems in the network, might detect new exploit and hacker attempt.

Index Terms – Information security, Intrusion detection system (IDS), Intrusion prevention system (IPS), Honeypot, Network Security.

1. INTRODUCTION

In parallel to rapid technological developments, a large variety of attack activities against to information systems have also been increasing. On account of higher informatics crimes rates in the technology, information security term has become more important. Attack types of which known and also have been recorded are saved in attack database. IDSs constantly, keep these database current and provide the personal or institutional computers systems to monitor possible attacks regularly and consistently. IDSs are just analysis and monitoring systems. They do not contain any intrusion prevention option. Studies in technical literature show that an information security management system is to have confidentiality, availability, nonrepudiation, identification, integrity and logging specifications [1-5].

In an information system or a network, any kind of unauthorized or unapproved and malicious activities are called intrusions [6]. An intrusion detection system (IDS) is a software application or a hardware that monitors network traffic and system activities for abnormal, malicious actions consistently [7]. IDS is a collection of the tools, methods, and resources to help identify, assess, and report intrusions [6, 8].

To provide information security encryption, authorization, firewall, intrusion detection and prevention systems are used. Also, as supplementary configurations honeypot systems are proposed.

Honeypots represent a real computer system, used as the trap for unauthorized communication in the network. Honeypot technologies are used combined with other security tools like IDS, IPS, firewall etc. The security systems that are composed of honeypots and IDS/IPS systems have higher performance especially for new vulnerabilities [9].

In this study, for real time intrusion detection and prevention systems, honeypot based approaches are investigated. Honeypot systems are combined with intrusion detection systems to provide the ability of work in an effective manner and actively in a network. In numerous study with the advantages of low and high interaction honeypots, a superior performance hybrid honeypot system are developed. Most of these system are designed to reduce the cost of security in enterprise networks. Moreover these developed system reduce the false positive level, which is anomaly based intrusion detection system that one of the most significant disadvantages and also they are able to adapt to against zero-day security vulnerabilities. Thus IDSs are able to detect a new attack that does not exist in signature database and are able to update signature databases when they are used with honeypot systems.

2. RELATED WORK

Honeypot systems are not used neither detecting intrusion detection system nor the firewall for a direct specific problem. Honeypots are used as a part of security systems and what kind of problem they will offer solution is depends on the design and usage purposes. Hence to the contrary other information security equipments it is not to be able to mention a honeypot that is able to give a general answer to every problem solution [10, 11]. In technical literature there are various security applications like intrusion detection and prevention (IDPS) are used collectively.

Riboldi et al. have developed a low interaction honeypot system to monitor illegal activities on VOIP systems in their
study. During 92 days on the system whose performance has been monitoring, related to SIP protocol 3502 events have been gathered. They have interpreted their system as available like firewall and intrusion detection system VOIP environment [12]. Shukla et al. have performed a honeypot system to detect malicious web URLs in their studies. The system that has been developed by Python language is served in client side. By means of crawler on the client side the URL addresses are gathered and thereafter if there is a need for a visit, web sites are visited. If these URLs are malicious or contains vulnerability by the signature based intrusion detection system a trigger is activated. Thus the malicious URL addresses are saved in blacklist and so the security is available [13].

Koniaris et al. have used honeypot systems for the analysis and visualization of malicious activity and connections. In their performed application they have set up two alternate search honeypots. The first of these, generally has self-propagation option and has been intended to gather malicious software and the second has been intended to gather malicious activities as a trap system [14]. Song Li et al. have deliberately to set up a mixed interaction honeypot based intrusion detection system. They explain the purpose of the system that they have developed to stabilize the network and enhance the security. On account of enhancing network security they have increased honeypot system trap capability and have practiced a variety of researches [15]. Chawda et al. have proposed a distributed honeypot system to search new vulnerabilities. In their performed system to be exposed to further vulnerability as front end content filter they have used low interaction honeypot systems [16].

Xiangfeng Suo et al. have deliberated how to practice honeypot technologies in intrusion detection systems. In research work, they have submitted a proposal to practice honeypot systems to remove the intrusion detection system problems [17]. Paul et al. have performed a honeypot based signature generator for the computer network security. The developed system especially has been used for the purpose of protect against to polymorphic worm attacks. The developed system also has the skill to isolate suspicious traffic and gather many useful data about malicious traffic and worm attacks. When the signature based systems do not run to detect new attacks for the unknown worm attacks it has the skill to generate signature [18].

Beham et al. have benefitted from the advantages of virtualization technologies. In their study, they have searched the intrusion detection and the nested virtualization environment of honeypot systems. In the study, current nested virtualization technologies, VMI based intrusion detection and honeypot systems have been searched comparatively [19]. Liu et al. have performed an intrusion detection system, which is honeypot based and uses IP traceback technique. To introduce the limits of conventional intrusion detection systems on honeypot systems an intrusion detection design has been offered [20]. Auttopan Pomsathit in his study, he has handled the usage of honeypot systems and intrusion detection systems on distributed networks. He has explained his main purpose has been measurement of effectiveness intrusion detection systems by using together both intrusion detection systems and honeypots [21].

Jiang et al. have handled honeypot system application for the enterprise business networks. They have combined the methods that are used in intrusion detection systems with a new honeypot system thereby to view current honeypot systems [22]. Mitsuaki et al. have designed a high interaction and effective performance scalable client honeypot. By this means in–depth analysis and capture capability have been aimed [23].

P.Fanfara et al. have focused on the technology called honeypot and the issue of implementation process of its autonomous version, which is able to create virtual honeypots and thus rapidly increase a security level of distributed heterogeneous computer systems in their study [24]. Markert J. et al. have presented an effective analysis of a honeypot for WSN and show detection capabilities in the categories of known and unknown attacks in their paper [25]. Musca C. et al. have presented methods for isolating the malicious traffic by using a honeypot system and analyzing it in order to generate attack signatures automatically for the SNORT intrusion detection/prevention system in their study [26]. Sadasivam G. K. et al. have deployed several honeypots in a virtualized environment to gather traces of malicious activities in their paper [27].

Djanali S. et al. have proposed a low-interaction honeypot for emulating vulnerabilities that can be exploited using XSS and SQL injection attacks. The proposed honeypot tries to overcome the techniques that hide the attacker identity [28]. Hafat F. et al. have presented a novel automated bot-infected machine detection system BFH (BotFinder through Honeypots), based on BotFinder that identifies the infected hosts in a real enterprise network by learning approach in their paper [29]. Puska A. et al. have presented a method based on low-interaction honeypots and network telescopes for identification and classification of unwanted traffic on IP networks [30].

Bashir U. et al. have made a survey on the overall progress of intrusion detection systems in their paper. They survey the existing types, techniques and architectures of Intrusion Detection Systems in the literature. Finally they outline the present research challenges and issue [7].

Benmoussa H. et al. presented a survey of distributed Intrusion Detection Systems based on intelligent and mobile agents; it also proposes a new concept of proactive IDS in their study. At first, they introduce the topic. Then, they present limitations of classical IDSs. In the third part, they study the technologies of agent and multi-agent system and present benefits of using it to
address shortcoming of classical IDSs. Finally, they present their approach and future work [8]. Dali L. et al. presented a survey on intrusion detection systems in their paper. First, they referred to different mechanisms of intrusion detection. Furthermore, they detailed the types of IDS. They have focused on the application IDS, specifically on the IDS Network, and the IDS in the cloud computing environment. Finally, the contribution of every single type of IDS was described [31].

Butun I. et al. presented a survey of the state-of-the-art in Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) that are proposed for WSNs in their study. Firstly detailed information about IDSs was provided. Secondly, a brief survey of IDSs proposed for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) was presented and applicability of those systems to WSNs were discussed. Thirdly, IDSs proposed for WSNs were presented. This was followed by the analysis and comparison of each scheme along with their advantages and disadvantages. Finally, guidelines on IDSs that are potentially applicable to WSNs were provided. Their survey was concluded by highlighting open research issues in the field [32].

Torrano-Gimenez C. et al. presented a new system for web attack detection in their study. It follows the anomaly-based approach, therefore known and unknown attacks can be detected. The system based on a XML file to classify the coming requests as normal or abnormal. The XML file, which is built from only normal traffic, contains a description of the normal behavior of the target web application statistically characterized. Any request which deviates from the normal behavior is considered an attack. Their system has been applied to protect a real web application. They use an increasing number of training requests to train the system [33].

A many variety of researches and studies have been done for information security [35-40]. As it seen in current technical literature, to provide information systems and network security, intrusion detection systems (IDS), intrusion prevention systems (IPS), firewalls and honeypots are not used just themselves alone. When the current studies, which are related to the subject is viewed security systems like those, hybrid designs that interaction with each other is seen proposed.

Within this study in our investigated applications also considering the proposals in technical literature, honeypots, intrusion detection and prevention systems are used together. Thus security system performance has been grown and especially false positive level, which is one of the most significant disadvantages of anomaly based intrusion detection system, has been reduced and unknown new attack patterns detection has been possible with these studies.

3. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS

An intrusion can be defined as any set of activities that attempt to compromise the integrity, confidentiality or availability of a resource. Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events occurring in a computer system or network and analyzing them for signatures any of intrusions and malicious attacks. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a software or hardware system to provide the intrusion detection process automatically [8].

IDSs are classified according to many different criteria to the present day. Well-known classification criteria is intrusion detection method. IDSs are divided into two groups according to intrusion detection method as “anomaly detection” and “misuse detection”.

3.1. Misuse Detection

Misuse detection method is also known as signature based detection. Figure 1 shows logical diagram of misuse detection.

![Figure 1 Misuse Detection](image)

Misuse detection method is based on a predefined set of attack patterns called "attack signatures" to look for attack traces. The predefined attack signatures are listed in a database as a detection rule. One of the principal benefits of using misuse detection is the detection of known attacks with a low false positive rate. On the other hand, misuse detection has two major disadvantages: the first one is that only known attacks can be detected. This provides a higher rate of false negative. The second one is that this technique must have a signature database defined for all of the possible attacks. This requires regular updates of signature database [8]. Figure 2 shows flowchart of misuse detection approach.
3.2. Anomaly Detection

Anomaly detection approach consists of two phases: firstly a training phase which is based on the identification of normal traffic and behavior by constructing profiles of users, servers and network connections; and a testing phase where the learned profile is applied to new data [8]. Subsequently, any activity that deviates from this profile is considered as an intrusion. The main advantage of this approach is the capacity to detect new attacks without a priori knowledge of these attacks. These, unknown attacks can be detected. However, the system must go through a training phase to create the “normal” profile and it is not an easy to get this profile. Moreover, anomaly-based IDS flags many false alarms. The concept of false alarms can be classified into: false negative and false positive. A false positive is defined as an alarm being raised for legitimate activity and a false negative is defined as no alarms being raised for a real attack [7]. A many variety of techniques have been used for the anomaly detection problem, including statistical methods, expert systems, data mining, genetic algorithms, artificial neural networks and immune systems [8].
4. HONEYPOT SYSTEMS

Honeypot systems are designed to attract intruders. These systems are used as a trap for unauthorized communication in networks. Also honeypot systems are used to learn about intruder behavior and intrusion patterns. They are not used to solve a specific problem like firewall or IDSs. Honeypot systems are used as a part of security systems with other tools. With using honeypots, after an intrusion, network administrators or security officers can determine how the attacker succeeded, prevent subsequent attacks, and identify security vulnerabilities in the network. Besides identifying the various tools used by hackers, honeypot technology can also identify the social networks of intruders by determining the relationships among intruders [15].

4.1. Honeypot Types

There are some types of honeypot systems based on the amount of interaction. According to level of interactivity, honeypots are divided into three groups, as low, middle and high-interaction.

4.1.1. Low-Interaction Honeypots

These types of honeypot are limited in their degree of interaction. These systems actually simulate services and operating systems. In these systems, intruder’s activities are limited to the level of emulation by the honeypot [16]. Low-Interaction honeypots represent a system which simulates specific protocols of TCP/IP model. They emulate open ports such as FTP, HTTP, SQL. Low-Interaction honeypots don’t keep real or important data on them. They need minimal system requirements. It is the main advantage of low-interaction honeypots [9]. Figure shows low-interaction honeypot system. As it seen in Figure 5 the honeypot simulates the services and operating system.

4.1.2. Middle-Interaction Honeypots

Middle-interaction honeypot is a combination of low and high-interaction honeypot systems. This type honeypot is not only an emulation of the protocol. The attackers are not in communication with the real system in low and middle-interaction honeypots. So less detailed information can be taken from these types of honeypots. The protocols of applications are not detailed simulated. So attackers think that it is the real system [9].

4.1.3. High-Interaction Honeypots

In high-interaction honeypots, it is wanted to attract the intruders by getting the real services run. In addition to this, external programs are used to monitor the intruder activities. In high interaction honeypots respect to low and middle honeypots as the intruder in interaction directly in the real system to seize the honeypot risk is superior. To avoid this issue on the firewalls some precautions can be taken. Besides the intruder is in communication with the system directly can be gathered more detailed information. As the services run in real way it is harder to detect honeypot for the intruder. In this architecture, by using virtualization technologies on a physical machine on the network quite a few honeypots can be positioned.

High interaction honeypots are more costly and they need maintenance more frequently. Besides their advantages they can be reason security vulnerabilities. The networks on which the high-interaction honeypots are used should be isolated completely and all security precautions also should be taken otherwise as the intruder in interaction with real system can penetrate to honeypot and seize the system so that new security threats can be occurred. As it seen in Figure 6, high-interaction honeypots are real computer systems with specific real vulnerabilities [9].

![Figure 5 Low-Interaction Honeypots](image)
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4.2. Honeypot Integration

There are three approaches for integration of honeypot technologies into the network. These methods contain positioning the honeypots in LAN, DMZ or Internet region of the network.

4.2.1. Honeypots in LAN Region

With positioning the honeypot systems in LAN region of a network, it is possible to include these systems into the network security. In this solution, honeypots are on the same segment as production servers. The main advantage of this scenario is that the honeypot can detect malicious attack both from Internet and local area network. If the network have VLANs, each
VLAN must have honeypot implementation [9]. Figure 7 shows the honeypot positioning in LAN region of the network.

As seen in Figure 7, the honeypot can detect malicious activities from outside and inside. It is known that in LAN region, located honeypot to seize causes significant security risks. So in this scenario, the attack attraction component of honeypot should be in low-interaction type.

4.2.2. Honeypots in DMZ Region

The main advantage of this type of location is isolation of the DMZ region from local area network. This scenario is not recommended as the only one solution for security. Because, the honeypot in the DMZ is not able to provide the security of hosts in the local area network. If there is any malicious attack to the local network, this type of honeypot could not detect them. In this situation, it is suggested to implement other honeypot in local area network [9, 15].

Figure 8 shows the schema of this solution. This location type is suitable to detect intruders in DMZ region. DMZ region contains production servers sometimes such as web server or mail server.

4.2.3. Honeypots in Internet Region

In this structure, activities on honeypot are monitored with IDS/IPS. To configure honeypot, to be isolated the network between IDS and honeypot, is important in this solution. Honeypot is not protected by any firewall. Because it is located directly on the internet region. In addition, honeypot is not allowed inclusion for security of LAN and DMZ region. In this approach, mostly external network attacks can be detected [9].
This type of solution is positioning the honeypot in the internet region, outside of corporate network as seen in Figure 9.

5. HONEYPOT COMMUNICATION WITH IDS/IPS

Honeypot systems are complementary security tools, for IDS and IPS systems in a network. The studies in recent literature show that the intrusion detection systems are used in conjunction with honeypot systems. A general layout of the scenario which honeypot systems and IDSs are used together is given in Figure 10. As seen in Figure 10, honeypot systems can be used as a zero-day detection engine in this type of hybrid solution. Thus it can be detected previously unknown, new attacks. Because, almost all traffic on the honeypot is malicious.

Honeypots get their strength from their assailable option [10]. To form on their security vulnerability or simulate the security vulnerability response and also both to attract attention a hive bees to make honey and as a trap attract attention of the intruders, provide them to attack. Since they do not have real and significant information on them they do not become a threat in real terms. Unlike the other network and information security equipments like intrusion detection systems and firewalls, honeypots are not used for a specific problem solution. Honeypots are just a part of the security systems and their usage, at any problem solution is directly related to their designs and their usage way [11].

Honeypots combined with IDS/IPS systems main usage purposes specify below like;

- To have more knowledge of security vulnerabilities and intruder’s behavior.
- To detect the intruders and all unwanted traffic by means of set up trap system.
- To detect malicious activities that are on the network, and attacks from outside of the network.
- To hide the real systems, which are formed through the honeypots.
- To detect the new attack patterns and methods (zero-day).
- To make the system more secure.
6. CONCLUSION

In this study, honeypot systems combined with IDS/IPS are investigated. The security tools such as IDS, IPS and firewall are not enough to be used alone. To provide a well-performed security system, honeypots are able to analyze real time malicious attacks combined with these tools. In numerous study with the advantages of low and high interaction honeypots, a superior performance hybrid honeypot system were developed. These systems provide minimal cost of security in corporate network. And these systems reduce the false positive alarm level, which is the most important disadvantage of anomaly based intrusion detection systems. And also they are able to adapt to against zero-day security vulnerabilities. Thus IDSs combined with honeypot, are able to detect new attack patterns that do not exist in signature database.

Within this study in our investigated applications also considering the proposals in technical literature, honeypots, intrusion detection and prevention systems are used together. Thus security system performance has been grown and especially false positive level has been reduced and unknown new attack patterns detection has been possible with these studies. If there are many VLANs inside the network, it is necessary to implement honeypots inside each network. When the enterprise and honeypot designs viewed on the VLAN configuration used web systems, for each VLAN a device should be used, which has at least one different network interface. The usage of a real device for each VLAN, increases the costs of particularly including campus networks extended the enterprise network where the honeypots practiced entire web application, configuration, maintenance and management.

For this reason, to reduce installation, configuration, maintenance and management costs on large scaled enterprise network via an interface, the honeypots provided, can be active on entire network, a central server application should be developed. In the enterprise network including VLAN, via a novel soft switch design, which can sniff layer-2 and layer-3, it is also proposed the VLAN network scan be monitored.
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